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Dmitry A Filatov

“I’m interested in how evolutionary 
forces, such as natural selection, 
drive the change at the levels of 
genes and genomes.”


Mostly interested in:


1. Sex chromosome evolution 


2. Speciation and adaptation in 
plants

Author Background
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Professor Dmitry Filatov
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Single-celled algae

Yields 50-85% of our O2 | Sensitive to acidification | Basis of basically every ocean food web 

Phytoplankton Background

Emiliania huxleyi - a coccolith 
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25 M individuals per 100 mL 

Norwegian Sea area: 1,383,000 km2 

Max depth of sunlight: 200 m 

 
25 ⋅ 106

100
⋅ 106 ⋅ 1.3 ⋅ 109 ⋅ 50

1.6 ⋅ 1022
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Lewontin’s paradox (1974)

Early student - overconfident, still 
believes biology is intuitive

Of course the greater the 
population, the greater the 

genetic diversity. 

Uh oh…that’s actually false.  
And still nobody really 

understands why?!

Late stage grad student - lacks all confidence having 
realized they know nothing, accepts that nothing is intuitive9



Lewontin’s paradox (1974)

Late stage grad student - lacks all confidence having 
realized they know nothing, accepts that nothing is intuitive

Early student - overconfident, still 
believes biology is intuitive

Of course the greater the 
population, the greater the 

genetic diversity. 

Uh oh…that’s actually false.  
And still nobody really 

understands why?!

Possible explanations: 
• Frequent adaptive evolution

• Demographic factors (like 

population size)

• Lower mutation rate in larger 

populations
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How do we figure out what’s causing 
Lewontin’s Paradox? 
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Disproportionately modest genetic diversity in large populations



Is E. huxleyi a single cohesive species?  
Look at the worldwide population 
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There’s no clustering in the 
observation data (right), collected 
all over the world


E. huxleyi is a single, genetically 
cohesive species 
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Sample details



Looking at 17 whole genomes - not very

• Previous work (Andolfatto 2005) showed 
large insertion/deletion polymorphism, 
probably due to high rates of 
chromosomal rearrangements


• SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) 
rate is low


…but why???

How Genetically Diverse is E. huxleyi? 
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Mutation that yields 
a different protein

Mutation that yields 
the same protein

Mutation in non-
protein region

Probably lower 
due to selection



No
Linkage Disequilibrium: the nonrandom association of alleles at different loci

Is E. huxleyi Predominantly Clonal? 
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Quick Recap of Linkage



No
Linkage Disequilibrium: the nonrandom association of alleles at different loci

Is E. huxleyi Predominantly Clonal? 
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Independent

Dependent Recombination happening through the genome

ρ = Per nucleotide 
population-scaled 
recombination rate
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However…

• Algae blooms may be clonal (Krueger-Hadfield et al. 2014)


• Even occasional sexual reproduction may break down nonrandom associations 
between alleles (yielding low LD)


• We can’t study this in a lab because “this species is not amenable to crosses”



Not really 
Can Demography Account for Low Genetic Diversity?
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A: What if the population was 
recently small and exploded?


Too many frequent SNPs, not 
enough lowly present SNPs 

B: What if there were two big 
population changes?


Model fit doesn’t significantly 
improve.



Lol no

Even IF it had a mutation rate an order of magnitude lower than any other 
organism studied so far, this wouldn’t sufficiently explain how conserved this 
genome is.


Published a paper solely about this in July 2020:


https://academic.oup.com/gbe/article/12/7/1051/5869440 

Can Low Mutation Rate Account for Low Genetic Diversity?
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https://academic.oup.com/gbe/article/12/7/1051/5869440


Maybe a little? But not really.
Can Selection on Codon Usage Explain Low Genetic Diversity?
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No bias: 61 codons
AKA Codon Bias
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What we’d expect if this 
contributed to low diversity 



Maybe a bit?

• “A spread of an adaptive allele eliminates 
genetic diversity at linked sites”          
AKA hitchhiking

Can Linked Selection Explain Limited Diversity?
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Low diversity, low 
recombination



Maybe a bit?

• “A spread of an adaptive allele eliminates 
genetic diversity at linked sites”          
AKA hitchhiking

Can Linked Selection Explain Limited Diversity?
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Low diversity, low 
recombination



Maybe a bit?

• “A spread of an adaptive allele eliminates 
genetic diversity at linked sites”          
AKA hitchhiking 

• Current models are based on much 
smaller populations and macroscopic 
eukaryotes…this model is semi-useless

Can Linked Selection Explain Limited Diversity?
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Neutral th
eory

cM = centimorgan

1cM = 1% chance of separation at cross over

X = frequency of selected allele

The larger the X, the harder the selection  




Summary
E. huxleyi

• Not solely clonal


• Not genetically diverse


• No demography (population shapes) that would explain lack of diversity


• No wildly low mutation rate 


• Maybe some codon selection 


• Maybe some linked adaptation 
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So where does that leave us?

• E. huxleyi DOES sexually reproduce…but also might be clonal sometimes


• We really need to figure out the basics of this species in the wild


• The presence of SNPs is surprisingly low…but we need to do more complete 
sequencing to be sure


• We need to know a lot more about E. huxleyi and other marine life to begin 
making models 


• How are they adapting?


• How are their populations expanding?
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Thoughts?

• Are there any new technologies that might help interrogate this paradox?


• Ex. Nanopore sequencing


• Are there any theories Filatov may have overlooked?


• Are there other populations you’d like to see this analysis applied to?


• Ex. Other keystone species for climate change analysis


• How does speciation happen then? (Filatov 2021)
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